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 要  旨 
In this thesis, generation of drift-error resilient bitstream at the encoder is proposed. 
Through this way, low computation transcoder which is suitable for real-time 
transmission can be implemented.  
 
To generate drift-error resilient bitstream, investigation on drift-error propagation in 
inter-frame for H.264/AVC from motion estimation (ME) precision point of view had been 
carried out. The results show that amount of drift-error propagating in half-pixel ME 
precision increases due to the usage of six-tap filter. For quarter-pixel ME precision, 
amount of drift-error propagating decreases. Besides that, we found out that the 
requantization parameter and ME precision only affects the amount of error in the 
requantized frame but amount of error propagation depends on the ME precision and 
sequence of the pixel value. It is also found that drift-error propagation ratio is defined at 
some point regardless of the ME precisions. 
 
Besides that, an encoder which generates drift-error resilient coded bitstreams is 
proposed. The proposed drift-error resilient bitstreams is generated by using the 
TotalCoeff or the total amount of non-zero DCT coefficients to estimate amount of  
drift-error propagating to future frames. This estimated drift-error is then taken into 
consideration in the motion estimation process. From the results, the proposed method 
can effectively decrease drift-error compared to original encoder while achieve 
comparable PSNR to the conventional drift-error resilient encoder. The main advantage 
of the proposed method compare to the conventional drift-error resilient encoder is that 
without implementing virtual transcoder at the feedback loop of the encoder, comparable 
PSNR performance and lower complexity and memory usage can be achieved. 
 
